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ABSTRACT



learning, planning.



In this paper we report upon the experiences gained during the development of a FIPA compliant travel application as part of the FACTS project. FACTS is an EU-sponsored, collaborative project whose objective is to evaluate the set of FIPA agent communication standards in real-life applications. The domain chosen for this test is the Personal Travel Market. In this electronic marketplace, three types of agents (Personal Travel Agent, Travel Broker Agent and Travel Service Agent) collaborate to resolve travel requirements for a human user. The application has been developed upon two independently developed FIPA agent platforms, and the three types of agents have also been independently developed. Furthermore the application incorporates such features as adaptive learning, planning, service composition and access to Internet Web resources. Work is ongoing in the areas of wireless access and secure payments. The results to date are very encouraging, as the FIPA standards have proven very useful in the integration of independently developed, FIPA-compliant software components. We also make observations upon some areas of weakness within the FIPA specifications.



1. INTRODUCTION



Keywords



FACTS [2] is an EU-sponsored2, collaborative project the objective of which is to validate and drive the FIPA specifications. Three main domain applications have been chosen in order to test the standard in real-life scenarios: service reservation, electronic trading and audio-visual entertainment and broadcasting. This paper describes the experiences and findings of the electronic trading application. The companies involved in



Agent Standards, Electronic Markets, Multi Agent Systems,



Inevitably maturing technologies require standardisation, this process is crucial to the acceptance and widespread adoption of technology by industry at large. The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [7] was established as a not-for-profit organisation in the middle of 1996 for the purpose of standardising agent technologies which had reached a considerable level of maturity. FIPA is now the de facto standardisation group working in the area of Intelligent Agents and by the third quarter of 1999 has produced two suites of approved specifications [3,5] and is finalising a third [6]. FIPAs normative1 specifications address such areas as agent management, agent communication language, agent-software integration, security, mobility, ontology, human interaction, nomadic applications and architecture. FIPA has also produced informative specifications which illustrate how FIPAs technologies can be applied to certain application domains. One such specification is FIPAs specification for an agent based travel application, this is the basis for the application described in this paper.
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Specifications which must be complied with in order to achieve interoperability
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Part of the ACTS programme, project number AC317



this application are British Telecommunications, Broadcom Eireann Research, France Telecom, KPN Research and ONERA.



2. THE PERSONAL TRAVEL MARKET (PTM) The PTM is a Multi Agent System based upon the existing travel industry and which incorporates electronic equivalents of travel agents and service providers and an electronic assistant acting on behalf of the user. An overview of the current system is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from this figure, there are two independently developed agent platforms and three different types of agent involved in the scenario. The Personal Travel Assistant (PTA) resides upon the Agent Services Layer (ASL) whereas the Travel Broker Agent (TBA) and Travel Service Agents (TSAs) reside upon the JADE agent platform. Access to online web resources occurs outside of the FIPA domain.
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Figure 1 : Architecture of the PTM



2.1 The Agents within the PTM The current PTM demonstrator deploys three types of agents; the PTA, TBA and a number of TSAs. Besides the ability to cooperate using FIPA Agent Communication Language (ACL) each agent has its own special capabilities. The PTA has the capability of learning from the user through a type of Case Based Reasoning (CBR), the TBA has the capability to compose and decompose heterogeneous services and the ability to plan whereas the TSAs have the capability to obtain travel information from online web resources.



2.1.1 The PTA The PTA is a personal agent acting as the interface between the user and the Personal Travel Application and thus it represents the interests of the user in the system. It is responsible for fulfilling the user's travel requests through interactions with TBAs. The PTA co-operates with TBAs in order to find travel plans that satisfy both the user’s explicit travel request as well as the user’s personal preferences. Initially the user’s preferences are made known to the PTA explicitly, but the PTA has the ability to learn from the user’s behaviour as the creates travel requests and approves preferences. This allows it to learn important preferences, which preferences can be relaxed and to which



degree in the event that ideal trips are not available. The PTA is also responsible for protecting the privacy of the user's preference profile while interacting with TBAs in order to augment travel plans with ‘soft’ or ‘value-added’ services. This means offering suggestions and/or making bookings for services that may be attractive to the user based on their personal interests.



2.1.2 The TBA The TBA's role in the PTM is mainly to unbundle and bundle services. It receives requests from the PTA in the form of calls for proposals and then identifies the segments that compose the trip (outbound and return trip, different hotel stays, etc.). The agent then generates a number of tentative routes to the destination and identifies the segments that compose them. In Figure 7 for example the agent has proposed the routes TorinoDublin, TorinoAmsterdamDublin and TorinoLondonDublin, which in total represent ten individual travel segments. The agent also identifies the need for additional services if required such as hotel stays. These segments will be used to query a number of dedicated TSAs to obtain scheduling, pricing and availability information. Once the TSAs' information is received, the agent tries to assemble a proposal that both satisfies the PTA's requests and the TBA's business targets (revenue, percentage of accepted proposals, etc.). The agent then sends this proposal for evaluation to the PTA. If the trip proposal is accepted then a booking is made with the relevant TSAs, if it is rejected, then it tries to patch the proposal with the information available from the TSAs and re-send it to the PTA. In order to be able to compete with other TBAs we propose to use a number of parameters and negotiation/mark-up strategies to allow the agent to dynamically change its proposal policy. Examples of such parameters are the fidelity of the PTA (in order to gain the PTA's, and ultimately the user's fidelity the TBA may choose to reduce its mark-up as the number of trips booked increases); proposal acceptance ratio: as the number of proposals accepted decreases, the agent may choose to reduce its margin to increase its ability to compete in price; suitability of the trip: the TBA sorts the possible trips before sending a proposal to the PTA according to how well they match the user's preferences. The agent may also choose to reduce its mark-up for those trips with low matching indices depending on the agent's business objectives or it may choose to propose those trips that generate higher revenue first. This may imply proposing longer routes or more expensive segments first. The agents may also be given different negotiation strategies in the classic manner: aggressive, conceding, greedy. The agents also take into account performance parameters such as target percentage of accepted proposals, target revenue, standard, minimum and maximum mark-up. Therefore to calculate its markup for a specific trip the agent will take its business rules profile and apply the appropriate functions to compute these parameters, choosing from a variety of formulas.



2.1.3 The TSA The TSA is responsible for providing data and services to the TBA. In order to schedule and propose travel plans to the user, the TBAs need to access a wide range of travel information such as airline tickets sales, railway timetables, hotel room availability



and prices, weather reports and so on. Because current technology does not provide Web servers with APIs, special pieces of software called Wrappers are implemented. The goal of these Wrappers is to provide an abstract representation of real, existing Web servers where relevant information can be found. Moreover, in order to satisfy some higher level requests like negotiation with the TBA for travel segment proposal, booking of travel segments or notification of on-trip events, the TSA also contains functional components that provide such capabilities. Since the TSA is the boundary between the FIPA world and the non-FIPA world, it presents two interfaces, one to the FIPA side and one to the services it wraps (i.e. html servers, databases, etc).



2.2 The Platforms within the PTM Two FIPA compliant agent platforms inter-operate to support the PTM, namely JADE developed by CSELT and the ASL developed by Broadcom Eireann Research.



2.2.1 JADE Agent communication in JADE is performed transparently to JADE agents whether internal to the platform or externally between platforms. Internal communication is realised using Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) or Java event passing. External communication is realised through the FIPA mandated Internet InterOrb Interoperability Protocol (IIOP) mechanism. JADE can be distributed over a number of Java Virtual Machines (VM) and thus over a number of hosts. Each VM is a container of agents which provides a run time environment and is optimised to allow several agents to execute concurrently on the same host. A complete Agent Platform (AP) is thus composed of several agent containers as illustrated in Figure 2. More information about JADE is available from the JADE website [8].



of the authority. An authority is a controlling agent responsible for the creation and deletion of agents within the system. This hierarchical organisation lends scalability and improves performance. Authorities also act as local name servers resolving any requests for agents within their locus of control and allowing the dynamic discovery of agents based on name and role. In addition authorities form the basis for managing agents, invoking the appropriate management operations on agents directly. This hierarchical organisation of the ASL is illustrated in Figure 3. A toolbox of management utilities are provided which allows the user to interrogate the ASL discovering active and dormant agents and authorities, to create and delete authorities and agents and to send messages to specific agents. These tools are provided both individually as command line utilities and collectively as a graphical Java application, known as the ASL Manager. The platform also supports the development of agents in a number of langauges including C/C++, CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System), Java, JESS (Java Expert System Shell, a Java version of CLIPS) and Sicstus Prolog. This support is provided in the form of language bindings and an agent shell for each language, that is a generic agent which can be tailored to a specific purpose. For a more detailed description of the ASL the reader is referred to [9].
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Figure 3 : Hierarchical Organisation within the ASL Java RMI
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Figure 2 : Architecture of the JADE AP



2.2.2 The ASL The ASLs distribution mechanism is based upon the Object Management Groups (OMG) Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) specification, in specific two Object Request Brokers (ORB) are supported, IONAs Orbix (C++) and IONAs OrbixWeb (Java). The key concept behind the ASL is that



3. OPERATION OF THE PTM The objective of the PTM is to allow a human user to book a trip simply by specifying the trip requirements to the PTA as shown in Figure 4. The PTA may augment these requirements with learned preferences before forwarding them to a TBA if its confidence is greater than a certain threshold. Figure 5 shows how the PTA has augmented the users request with some extra preferences.



Figure 6 : Preferences added by the PTA The TBA then sends the completed trip plan back to the PTA for evaluation. The response to the original request is shown in Figure 8. The PTA also renders the various service components of the offer such as air travel segments (Figure 9) and accommodation etc., individually if required by the user. The PTA will evaluate the trip (at present with the assistance of the user) to determine its merit. If the user accepts the trip then the TBA proceeds to book the individual segments with the TSAs. Work is ongoing at present to implement a secure electronic payment mechanism at this point in the application, this is discussed in more detail in Section 5.1. This payment mechanism will be used to collect payment from the PTA for each trip it accepts.



Figure 4 : A Trip Request within the PTA



Figure 7 : The TBA route map



Figure 5: Preferences added by the PTA As can be seen from Figure 6 the confidence of the PTA in the preferences it has added is over 85%, however the user is given the option to confirm or modify these preferences in order to improve the PTAs learning mechanism. The TBA will decompose the trip into a series of segments and query the appropriate TSAs. Using the responses of the TSAs the TBA will re-compose a trip plan satisfying the user’s requirements and reserve the selected resources with the TSAs. The TBA planning process is represented graphically on the route map in Figure 7.



Furthermore, recent work has enabled the system to be accessed from the wireless environment using the Wireless Access Protocol (WAP) [13]. The motivation for this work has been toward the development of a Mini Personal Travel Assistant (MPTA), an agent available on a mobile device, such as a phone or a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), which will be with the user at all times including on-trip. The user can therefore check and modify travel plans while on-trip, for example if a flight is delayed or cancelled the user can book an alternative immediately. Figure 10 shows a travel request being entered upon a WAP phone, Figure 11 shows the returned travel plan. This WAP mechanism has been developed using Ericssons WapIDE [1], a software toolkit for developing WAP applications and a software emulator for simulating the behavior of these applications in the WAP environment.



different agent platform implementations4. Furthermore FIPA has been minimal in prescribing technology, the only commitment to technology to be made by the platform developer is to IIOP, in specific the implementation of a short Interface Definition Language (IDL) interface.



Figure 8 : The Trip Offer



Figure 9 : The air travel component of the offer



4. LESSONS LEARNED Development of the PTM has involved considerable exposure to two normative FIPA specifications, the Agent Management specification [3] and the Agent Communication Language specification [3]. Here we summarise our experiences using these specifications.



4.1 The Agent Management Specification FIPA has adopted a very open approach in its specification of Agent Management including its specification of Agent Platforms. Firstly the Agent Management interfaces are expressed in ACL, this is an elegant re-use of the ACL specification and the abstraction of viewing an agent platform as a collection of agent capabilities serves to separate the interface from the implementation. Platform Interoperability is relatively easily achieved3 yet scope is allowed for differentiation between



Figure 10: WAP request



One area of weakness in the FIPA Agent Management specification is related to IIOP and centres around the question of how platforms come to know the addresses of other platforms which support agents with which interaction is required. Obviously this problem can be solved by FIPA’s directory service, the Directory Facilitator (DF). However if you wish to search a remote DF you must first know the address of the platform upon which that DF resides. Alternatively the remote DF could have registered with your DF, this presupposes that it is aware of the address of your platform. The problem therefore is similar to the chicken and egg scenario, this is the bootstrapping problem. A platform is essentially isolated until it obtains the address of another platform, or another platform obtains its address and registers with it. At present most FIPA platforms use Interoperable Object References (IORs) as platform addresses, these have the advantage that they are strings which can be 4



3



Illustrated not only by the FACTS PTM but also by FIPAs Interoperability experiment [4].



Figure 11: WAP response



Compare the implementations of the JADE and ASL platforms, for example JADE is implemented in 100% pure Java, the ASL implemented in Java and C++ with bindings to other languages



transmitted in a variety of ways, email, FTP, WWW etc. however they are not human readable. During installation the ASL allows the user to configure a particular directory on the file system where the addresses of other platforms will be stored when they become known by ad-hoc means (as opposed to through the DF). The ASL will update its address table when one of these IORs changes or when a new IOR is added. The name of the file containing the IOR is used by the ASL as a symbolic name for the remote platform, any messaging with this platform is then handled transparently by the ASL. Within the context of the PTM the ASL needs to know the IOR of the JADE platform upon which the TBA is running. Therefore the solution to the bootstrapping problem within the PTM is to make the IOR for the JADE platform (which is output by JADE upon starting up) available to the ASL, communication between the PTA and TBA is subsequently handled seamlessly by the ASL and JADE. Although this problem has been solved within the PTM by manually passing the JADE IOR to the ASL, this solution is hardly scaleable when one considers large numbers of agents interacting over a large number of platforms. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that IORs are not necessarily persistent, therefore if a platform is restarted then its IOR may need to be redistributed to any platforms wishing to inter-operate with it. Clearly a naming service for platforms is required, removing the need for ad-hoc solutions to the bootstrapping problem or at least an indication of how the bootstrapping problem can be solved using the DF mechanism. Another minor weakness with the Agent Management specification is that although it allows multi-cast communication5 to date it has offered little direction as to how it should be realised. Recent work within FIPA has begun to address this issue.



4.2 The Agent Communication Language Specification Some debate has surrounded the formal semantics underlying the FIPA ACL. Criticisms have ranged from complaints about the complex nature of the semantics to the more serious criticisms that the semantics themselves are based upon principles that have not been shown to be suitable for all classes of agent applications. Furthermore it has been suggested that the semantics are not as important to developers as the issues related to infrastructure such as naming services, matchmaking services etc [11]. Some of the issues with the ACL semantics are summarised below. •



Relationship to a theory of agency The FIPA ACL is intrinsically tied to a theory of agency which is not necessarily suitable for all agent applications. The Mariner team [12] have highlighted difficulties with an Agent based Intelligent Network application and an Air Traffic Control application



•



Difficulty of use The formal semantics of ACL are inaccessible to the majority of agent developers [10]. It has been suggested that



5



the ability to send the same message to more than one agent at once, a basic requirement for a protocol such as fipa-contractnet



developers will find the informative descriptions of Communicative Acts (CA) more useful [12]. •



Irrelevance of rational Effects A sending agent cannot make any assumptions about the affect of a communicative act upon the receiver [12]. Furthermore there is no guarantee that a Rational effect will come about at all [11], therefore rational effects are of no use in conformance testing.



•



Difficulty in testing for compliance There is no obvious method of testing an agent for compliance with the semantics of the ACL, this is especially true for agents whose internal architecture does not correspond with that used to model the semantics.



•



Constraints on Agent Strategy An agent must believe a proposition before it sends an INFORM message containing this proposition. Does this mean that honesty is part of the specification?



5. ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK The demonstrator presented in Section 3 represents the results of Phase I of the PTM workpackage. Phase II is currently under way and is concerned mainly with extensions to the demonstrator which illustrate the industrial viability of agent applications in general and FIPA applications in particular. These extensions are concerned with secure electronic payments and electronic market dynamics.



5.1 Secure Electronic Payments Work is ongoing to integrate a secure electronic payment mechanism with the PTM. In this way the viability of the PTM as a tool for complete end-to-end travel management will be shown. Initial investigations into the suitability of the Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) protocol revealed that while it may be technically superior to some more popular solutions it is quite complex and supporting software is difficult to acquire. Current investigations are concentrating upon integrating a more lightweight mechanism such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL), a mechanism which currently enjoys a lot of popularity, especially for Internet commerce. A core issue to integrating electronic payments with the PTM is related to the characteristics of agents themselves, that is the autonomy of agents and the inherent asynchronous nature this brings to agent communication. An agent may well be autonomous and may decide which actions it will and will not perform yet it cannot be allowed to renege on payments, furthermore these payments must be made in a timely manner regardless of whether communication is asynchronous or not. It is necessary therefore to find a method of integrating a transaction within an asynchronous communication protocol. The PTM solution is to re-use the existing fipa-request protocol as shown in Figure 11. The fipa-request protocol is a basic request for a service with a mechanism to ensure that even within asynchronous communication both parties are aware of the status of the request at any point in time. The sender requests an action be performed and the receiver replies immediately either to agree to perform the action or to refuse. Either way the sender knows that the request has been received. If the receiver has agreed to perform the action



then at some point later in time the sender will receive an acknowledgement that the action has been performed or an exception stating why it wasn’t performed. The interesting point to note is that the protocol allows the receiver to put a precondition upon an agreement to perform an action, effectively stating that it will perform the action when the pre-condition becomes true. Therefore the protocol in Figure 11 operates as follows. (request (action (takePayment paymentRef)) )



(refuse (action (takePayment paymentRef)) (PTM-Exception)



(failure (action (takePayment paymentRef)) (PTM-Exception)



(agree (action (takePayment paymentRef))



1



(action



5.2 Electronic Market Dynamics The Phase I version of the PTM incorporates one PTA, one TBA and a number of TSAs. In order to investigate the dynamics of an electronic market and the effect of different negotiation strategies it is necessary to support at least a number of TBAs (so that the PTA has a choice who it buys from). This is being addressed in Phase II of the PTM. It is planned to deploy a number of TBAs which are in competition with each other, similar to the current situation with TSAs. (request (action (:cancelBooking bookRef))



1



(agree (action (:cancelBooking bookRef)) (done (action (:takePayement



2



PTM-Payment protocol



3



2



(:SETPaymentPreconditio



(inform (done (takePayment paymentRef)))



because the precondition was not met. Using the fipa-request protocol means that both the PTA and TBA are aware of the results of events which happen outside the FIPA domain and can recover gracefully in the event of errors.



(refuse (action (:cancelBooking bookRef))



3



PTM-Payment protocol



Figure 11: The PTM-payment Protocol In order to secure a desired trip the PTA sends a request to the TBA to perform the takePayment action. The TBA agrees but qualifies the agreement with a precondition, that is that the PTA perform a secure electronic payment (necessary details such as protocol, transport details and cost are included in the precondition) within a certain time limit. The result of this electronic payment is directly observable by the TBA (it literally sits on the other side of this payment connection) and when it sees that the payment is complete it returns an acknowledgement to the PTA that the takePayment action has been performed. Note that whereas the fipa-request protocol is a part of FIPA and subject to the characteristics of agent level communication the payment protocol is not, rather it is a transaction based payment mechanism such as SSL. Therefore a non-FIPA technology has been embedded within a FIPA protocol. The need for this mechanism is apparent when one considers the entities involved in the process, that is; agents, non-agent resources (payment mechanism) and a human (the user will have to OK the payment at the PTA side). For example, the PTA could request the takePayment action from the TBA, the TBA could respond saying the transaction should be completed within 5 minutes, the PTA would then display the payment details for the user to OK, however the user could leave her desk and not return for days. In this case the TBA would not observe the result of payment within the allocated time and would send an exception back to the PTA informing it that the takePayment action was not performed



(failure (action (:cancelBooking bookRef))



(inform (done (action (:cancelBooking bookRef)))
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Figure 12 : The PTM-cancellation protocol It is also planned to incorporate different negotiation strategies within the PTA, TBAs and TSAs. Furthermore both the TBAs and TSAs will have a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture, allowing them to exhibit dynamic negotiation strategies, that is to change their strategies as external factors change, for example the degree of competition within the market. Central to these plans is the adoption of a business model, based to some degree upon the current travel industry but refined to ensure regulation of the market. This business model incorporates the notion of penalties to be paid by agents who renege on services or contracts. Thus we find the notion of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) emerging within the PTM, as a mechanism to ensure that TSAs do not overbook or renege on resources such as flights, and so that the PTA or the user will not be tempted to book a number of trips and subsequently cancel all but one. A cancellation protocol is thus required and is illustrated in Figure 12. The PTM-cancellation protocol is very similar to the PTMPayment protocol in that it is also based around fipa-request. It is interesting to note that it incorporates the PTM-Payment protocol



within it twice, once for the payment of penalties and once for the payment of refunds.



6. CONCLUSIONS The PTM application described in Section 3 is the first example of an agent system incorporating independently developed agents and independently developed infrastructure based upon the FIPA specifications. The system demonstrates true application level interoperability and solves a complex problem. We have found the main advantage of using the FIPA specifications to be a shift in focus, away from infrastructure and interfaces and towards application behaviour. This reduces the amount of work required to attain application level interoperability. During the course of the development of the PTM the following were the main issues considered : •



Definition of the roles and responsibilities of each agent in the scenario



•



Common Ontology Development



•



Application Specific Protocol Development



The consequence is that any developer wishing to integrate another agent with the PTM needs to ensure that their agent complies with the FIPA specifications, that it can understand and compose messages using the PTM ontology and that it obeys the PTM protocol. In our case the three different agents have been designed separately with their own internal architectures. The integration phase was relative pain free, any debugging occurred at the protocol and ontology level and not at the implementation level. This highlights the advantage of FIPA, developers concentrate on their own knowledge domain and the common ontology and protocol and develop using the tools and languages they are used to (a possible constraint being the availability of FIPA compliant platforms which support these languages and tools). The development process is thus streamlined as low-level technical issues do not interfere with domain level issues. Another advantage to the openness of FIPA is the ability to integrate very disparate components. The three types of agents within the PTM have very disparate (and advanced) capabilities, that is CBR based learning, planning and service composition/decomposition and access to Internet resources. There were no technical difficulties in integrating these components using the FIPA specifications. One potential drawback to the FIPA approach is that it could be considered esoteric. The use of technologies such as Interaction Protocols, Agent Communication Languages and Ontology may be common within the agent community, but they are certainly not common within the mainstream software development industry, an arena into which the FIPA specifications could bring great value. This highlights an urgent need for agent system development tools which hide complexity from the developer yet provide her with the ability to model the knowledge domain and to develop agent based systems using more common methodologies, for example Object Oriented methodologies such as Unified Modeling Language (UML). We have also highlighted some areas of weakness with the FIPA specifications which should be addressed but which we do not



feel detract very much from the value of the specifications. The best practical standpoint with respect to the semantics of the ACL is to refer to the informative definitions of the Communicative Acts (CA), as these are intuitive and comprehensive enough in most cases. With respect to the bootstrapping problem, this will have to be solved using ad-hoc means for the moment, at least until FIPA makes a recommendation on how it should be solved. Care should be taken that new and different ad-hoc mechanisms do not emerge, this can only detract from the value of the FIPA specifications.
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